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1929 
Wall Street Crash. The most 
devastating stock market 
crash to hit the USA. Followed 
on from the Roaring Twenties 
and preceded the Great 
Depression of the 1930s.

1994–2000 
Dotcom bubble. Stock market 
bubble centred on the rise in online 
businesses or dotcoms. Investors were 
enthusiastic about perceived benefits 
of the internet, but many companies 
were not well thought-out.

1921–23 
Weimar hyperinflation. German 
currency became essentially 
worthless. Germany struggled with 
war debts after the First World War 
and tried to solve its problems by 
printing money. This simply resulted 
in huge price rises or hyperinflation.

1987 
Black Monday. Stock markets 
crashed. Began on the Hong 
Kong exchange and then spread 
due to the closely linked nature 
of modern financial systems.

2007–10 
Sub-prime mortgage crisis. US housing 
bubble collapse and one of the causes of 
the Great Recession. Mortgage lending 
to lower-quality (or sub-prime) debtors 
was not properly regulated and excessive 
lending led to a major crash when 
borrowers could not pay back their loans.

Crashes and bubbles
In economics, a ‘bubble’ is a rapid escalation of asset 
prices followed by a contraction. They have been a 
recurring characteristic of international economic activity 
for hundreds of years. They are often created by a surge 
in asset prices that is fundamentally unwarranted, and 
changes in investor behaviour cause bubbles to form in 
economies, securities, stock markets and business sectors

1637 
Tulipmania. One of the most 
well-known bubbles and 
perhaps the earliest. Centred 
around trading in rare tulip 
bulbs in the Netherlands.

1866 
Collapse of Overend Gurney. A 
private bank collapse in Britain. 
Overend Gurney lent money to other 
banks so, when it failed, it forced 
many other companies to fail as well.

1720 
Mississippi and South Sea bubbles. 
Stock market bubbles on the Paris 
and London stock exchanges in 
the same year. Connected to two 
government-backed overseas trading 
companies. See article on pp. 11–13. 
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